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ABSTRACT 

It is of great interest to the medical corrmiunit\ if we can predict the fatalit\- of 

cardiac arrest so that they can provide effective treatment by observing individual 

Electrocardiograph (ECG) time series data. We usually use linear models because the\ 

are simple and easy to apply. But linear systems that are used to describe complex 

biological system such as ECG data are no longer satisfactory. For the ECG data , it is 

expected that a non linear system will provide more complete and parsimonious 

description of the dynamics as well as it will give additional insight into the underlying 

physiology. But many authors have found that some proposed classical statistical non 

linear models are totally imable to forecast with reasonable accuracy and that the forecast 

is even worse than linear prediction. The question naturally arises whether the ECG data 

at all represent some well known statistical non linear system. In this thesis , we want to 

understand this problem. For this purpose , we study different sispects of ECG data, 

which includes understanding the ECG system and ascertaining what specific 

assumptions could be justified given the nature of the data. This type of problem is 

widespread in statistics and we shed some more light in this matter from our study. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Time series modeling 

One of the central problem in statistics are the modeling problems that are 

becoming more and more important in biological, physiological systems, in engineering 

sciences and in economics. In meuiy instances we want to describe the behavior of the 

process where the underlying mechanism of the system is too complex or not very well 

known. In these cases mathematical relationship should come from observed data. A 

mathematical model is a set of mathematical equations that describe the behavior of a 

phenomenon. Probably no phenomenon is totally deterministic. Usually in statistics a 

model is stochastic, in the sense at least one relationship within a model is uncertain. 

The nature of the uncertainty is represented by one or more random variables. The 

purpose of time series modeling is to provide a complete representation of the 

mechanism which may generate for an observed time series. One of the main 

motivations to study of time series modeling is to forecast future behavior. We assume 

that for the forecasting purposes the parameters of the proposed model are known 

exactly, but in practice only estimates of these parameters are available. 

1.2 Electrocardiograph (ECG) data 

There are more than half a million fatal cardiac arrests in the U.S. every year. At 

present we cannot predict when and if the fatal event will occur for an individual. So the 

medical community wants us to know if it is possible to predict the fatality so that they 

can provide effective treatment before the event occurs. The ECG data which we will 

use here is discrete data that was recorded and produced by Harvard - MIT Division of 

Health Science and Technology of Biomedical Engineering Center and which was 

recorded by Beth Israel Hospital Arrhythmia laboratory between 1975 and 1979. MIT -

BIH Arrhythmia Database (mitdb) consists of 48 aimotated records obtained from 47 



subjects. The database contains 23 records of 100 series chosen at random from a set of 

4000 24- hour Hottler tapes and 25 records of 200 series selected from the same set to 

include a variety of rare but clinically important phenomenon. Each record is slightly 

over thirty minutes in length and made of primary and secondary leads. Because the 

primary lead contains the essential information we use this data for the purpose of 

analysis, modeling, simulation and prediction. For the purpose of understanding we will 

present here the basics of the theory and methods of electrocardiography from the book 

"Clinical Electrocardiography" by Grant [4]. 

The electrical energy produces the electrocardiographic deflection which is 

caused by the movement of charged particles across the membranes of the myocardial 

cells. This movement of charged particles constitutes a flow of electrical current. In a 

biological system the charged particles forming the current are ions. The flow of ions is 

made under a head of pressure, just as Ae flow of water in a water supply system is under 

a head of pressure. The pressure behind the flow of electrical current is called electrical 

potential. The flow of electrical current in the heart is confined to the microscopic 

environment of the membranes surrounding the myocardial cells and does not extend 

significantly outside the heart. The potential behind the current flow creates an electrical 

orientation throughout the body. This electrical orientation is called the electrical field 

for that potential and which extends to the body surface. This property of the electrical 

acti\'ity of the heart makes it possible to record the electrical events of the heart from the 

surface of the body. The galvanometer is the basic component of all electrocardiographs 

and it measures the potential manifested at the body surface. The galvanometer consists 

of a delicate string or other writing element suspended movably within a magnetic field. 

From each end of the string a wire is extended, one is called the positive electrode and 

the other negative electrode. When the two electrodes are attached on the surface of the 

body at different locations they form a lead. Since the two electrodes for the lead are at 

different locations in the electrical field of a given cardiac potential, they are at different 

points of electrical pressure produced by that potential. Therefore there is a minute flow 

of current through the electrodes and through the string in the galvanometer to equalize 



the difference in electrical pressure between the two electrodes. The amount of current 

flowing through the galvanometer is the function of the difference in electrical pressure 

at the two electrodes. The electrocardiographic deflection is a measurement in which the 

lead intercepts the electrical field of the cardiac potential. The basic property of livmg 

cells is the semipermeability of the cellular membrane to ions. Due to the 

semipermeability the anions and cations tend to become aligned on opposite sides of the 

membrane. The cell is called polarized when the ions are so aligned. If the 

semipermeability is suddenly reduced for some reason there is a rush of ions across the 

membrane and accordingly a flow of current takes place when a condenser is discharged. 

This discharging in excitable tissues is called depolarization. In the heart it is this event 

that triggers the contractile mechanisms within the cell. The potential generated by 

depolarization of the atria is recorded in the electrocardiogram as the P wave. After 

depolarizing the atria the impulse enters the AV node and spreads down the conduction 

system of the ventricular myocardium. The potential generated by ventricular 

depolarization is recorded in the electrocardiogram as the QRS complex. After 

depolarization, immediately cellular metabolism proceeds to repair the semi-permeability 

of the membranes. The polarized state is then restored as the slower ion movement takes 

place. This process is called repolarization. The potential generated by repolarization of 

artial muscle are too small to be recorded in the body surface electrocardiogram. The 

repolarization of ventricular muscle normally produces a large potential recorded in the 

electrocardiogram as T wave. 

The electrocardiographic deflection is a measurement of the projection of the 

cardiac vector on the axis of the given lead . The amphtude of the deflection in a given 

lead and whether it is upright or inverted is an accurate measurement of the projection of 

the vector on the axis of the lead. Depolarization and repolarization spread through the 

ventricles in such a way that at each region QRS and T vectors can be considered to be 

directed from endocardium to epecardium. However not all regions of the heart undergo 

depolarization or repolarization at the same instant. Both processes spread from one 

region of the heart to another during a single QRS or T cycle. But at any single mstant 



during either QRS or T cycles, the galvanometer records the sum of all electrical activity 

taking place at that instant as if there were but a single electrical force or vector 

responsible for it. This vector is called an instantaneous resultant vector. The 

galvanometer records the instantaneous resultant vectors as though they were all 

generated from the same point at the center of the chest. In clinical interpretation it is 

often useful to consider the average direction of all vectors during the P, QRS or T 

interval, such an average vector is called a mean vector. If we understand the 

relationship between the deflection and the electrical forces generated by the heart we 

can define electrocardiogram very simply. An ecectrocardiographic deflection is the 

measurement of instant - to -instant changes in magnitude and direction of the resultant 

electrical forces of the heart as manifested at the body surface. The deflections on the 

various leads have different directions to the body, the projections of the vectors on the 

various lead axes are different. Hence the various leads used in clinical 

electrocardioigraphy can be looked at as simply so many different points of vantage for 

measuring the vectors generated by the heart The most rational method for 

electrocardiographic interfH êtation would be to use the deflections of the various leads as 

measurements of the three dimensional properties of resultant vector and base the 

interpretation on the characteristics of these vectors. 

1.3 ECG-l, ECG-2 and ECG-3 data 

A. K. Dey in his thesis "Bispectral density computation and its application to 

time series" studied time series analysis of ECG data by using bispectral density. We 

will borrow some of his results for further investigation and so we will consider the same 

three sets ofdata ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3 which he took for calculation ECG-1 is 

the record extracted from single five second segment (03 : 10 - 03: 15) from MIT-BIH 

Arrhythymia Database ([11]) for the subject number 123 . . ECG -2 is the record 

extracted from single five second segment (09 : 37 - 09 : 42) from the same Database 

([11]) for the subject number 223 and ECG-3 is the record extracted from five second 

segment (01 : 52 - 01: 57) for the subject number 223 from that data base as well. Each 



record of MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database consists of primary and secondary leads but 

ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3 are the records from primary leads. We have mentioned 

earlier that this is sufficient for our purpose and these records contain approximately nine 

hundred data points. The points from the original sample have been filtered out by 

considering alternate points because of computational advantage. A continuous plot of 

the records 123, 232 and 232 are included in the appendix A. The graphs of the series 

ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3 are shown in the top of those figures. 

1.4 Objective of the thesis 

This thesis is concerned with the three main aspects of Electrocardiograph (ECG) 

data: 

1. Necessity to understand a system before we can formulate a model, 

2. Valid assumptions, and 

3. Unreliable forecasting. 

1.4.1 Necessity to understand a system before we can formulate a model 

We will study different articles and papers of different authors and write a short 

essay about the black box producing ECG data. This is very vital because if we do not 

understand the type of the data or the system we are dealing with , it would be impossible 

to develop a satisfactory time series model. We want to accomplish this job in Chapter 3 

under the heading "Investigation of ECG data." 

1.4.2 Valid assumptions 

The fact is that in many instances a model is created by innocent looking 

assumptions to make life simpler, but which are unrelated or independent ofdata or the 

assumptions and cannot be checked so easily against the data. 

In this thesis we test, 

1. whether the ECG data is stationary as described in the paper "On Tests for Non-

linearity in Time Analysis" by Chang and Tang, and 



2. whether the ECG data is non-linear as described by the paper "A Portmanteau test 

for self-exciting threshold autoregressive-type nonlinearity in time series" by Joseph 

D. Petruccelli and Neville Davies. 

1.4.3 Unreliable forecasting 

A- K Dey in his thesis "Bispectral density computation and its application to time 

series" studied time series analysis of ECG data by using bispectral density. It has been 

found that BL model totally fails to provide good predictions. Furthermore, in the paper 

"Time Series Modeling of Heart Rate Dynamics" by Bennett [10] four model structures, 

autoregressive (AR), 

autoregressive moving average (ARMA), 

bilinear (BL), 

polynomial (PAR). 

were tested to describe Heart Rate (HR) dynamics. They have found that the nonlinear 

models such as BL model provided the best representation of Heart Rate dynamics 

compared to other linear models such as AR and ARMA model, yet BL model had very 

poor forecasting performance. So we find that in both of these studies the problem is 

fundamentally the same - nonlinear statistical models fail to provide reasonable 

forecasting performance. We studied this problem in great detail. 



CHAPTER n 

OVERVIEW OF TIME SERIES 

In this chapter we briefly review some of the terms, defmitions and methods in 

order to clarify some of the concepts of the time series analysis. A good description of 

this subject can be found in [1, 2 , 3 ]. 

2.1 Time Series 

A Time Series { Xt, tGT} is a set of observations recorded at specified times t. A 

time series is discrete if the set T at which observations are made is a discrete set. If the 

observations are recorded continuously then we call it a continuous time series. 

2.2 Deterministic and Non-deterministic time series 

If the future values of a time series can be determined exactly by some 

mathematical expression the time series is said to be deterministic and if the future 

values can be determined only in terms of a probability distribution then the time series is 

said to be a non-deterministic time series. 

2.3 Stochastic Process 

Let us assume that the observation Xt is a realized value of a certain random 

variable Xt. Then the time series {xt, teT} is a realization of the family of random 

variables {Xt, teT}. A stochastic process is a family of random variables {Xt, teT} 

defined on some probability space (Q,A,P). 

2.4 Stationary Time Series 

One important class of stochastic models for describing time series is called 

stationary models. A time series {Xt, teT} is defined to be a stationary time series if the 

following conditions are satisfied. 

1. ElXt|^<oo for all teT 



2. E (Xt) = m for all teT 

3. E[(X, - E X,) (X, - E X,)] = E[(X^ - E X^ ) (X^^ - E X,.,)] for all r, s, t eT. 

2.5 Gaussian Time Series 

A time series {Xt, teT} is said to be a Gaussian time series if and only if {Xt, 

teT} are all multivariate normal distributions. 

2.6 The first step 

Stationary processes play a crucial role in the analysis of time series for both the 

linear and non linear model. Essentially the stationary model assumes that the process 

remains in equilibrium about a constant mean level. But we can say that many time 

series in the real world are not stationary. So the important problem is how we can test 

this stationarity assumption when a realization of a random process is given. If a set of 

data is nonstationary, frequently such data can be transformed into series which can be 

reasonably modeled as realizations of some stationary process. One method is developed 

by Box and Jenkins, where we apply the difference operator repeatedly to the data {xt, 

teT} until the differenced observations resembles a realization of some stationary time 

process. The theory of stationary process can be used then for the analysis, modeling, 

forecasting and simulation of the resulting series. The first step in the analysis of a given 

time series data is to plot the data. If sudden changes of level are detected we should 

analyze the series by breaking it into homogenous segments or we could discard some of 

the observations if we observe that these observations are recorded by some other process 

by mistake. The plot of the data and any other knowledge we have about the nature of 

the data should suggest whether a seasonal component or trend component or both should 

be included in the model. If the data or the transformed data exhibits no apparent 

deviations from stationarity and it has rapidly decreasing autocorrelation function, in the 

next step we should look for satisfactory model. 



2.7 Model Selection 

The problem now is to find the most satisfactory model. Different varieties of 

linear and non linear models are available to accomplish our job from the basic 

framework of state space model. But the choice of the model for a particular system is 

determined from the previous experience. Each model class offers variations to cope 

with the combinations of trend, seasonal and irregular components. Some models 

incorporate a facility so that the data could be fitted in a single model structure. 

2.8 Estimation Procedure 

Let us suppose that given a time series data we are able to pick a suitable model. 

Now we need to estimate the parameters. Since the parameters are unknovm we need to 

estimate them using the data. The general principle of parameter estimation in statistics 

is that it should be good in the sense that they should be unbiased and the standard error 

or mean square should be small for large samples. The Gauss-Markov theorem provides 

us minimum variance unbiased multiple linear regression estimates but for the time 

series serial correlation between observations introduces complications. 

We will choose the Bilinear model for the analysis of our ECG data for the simple 

reason that from the past experience we expect it will provide more parsimonious and 

complete description of the underlying dynamics than a linear system. For this reason we 

will describe here one method of estimating the parameters of the bilinear model, the 

model which we will denote by BL (p,o; m, k). The bilinear model BL (p,0; m, k) is 

described by the equation: 

p m k 

Xt + I ai Xt-i = a +et+ I S CyXt., Ct-j. .(1) 

i=l i=l j= l 

The unknown parameters of this model are (ai, ai,... ap, Cn, Ci2,... Crnk, a), which we 

need to estimate. The method of estimating these parameters we have collected from the 

book "An Introduction to Bispectral Analysis and Bilinear Time Series Model" by Rao 

and Gabr ([ 5 ]). Here we assume that the values of p, m, k are known. For the 

convenience of the notation, let us write: 



a. = G i ( i = l , 2 , . . . p ) 

C] 1 = 6p+] , Ci 2 =0p+2 ^ , • • • > Cmlc=Op+mk> Ot=6p4TOk+]• 

Therefore the set of parameters that we want to estimate can be written as: 

6̂  = (0]»O2. On) where n = p + mk + I 

Let us assume that (xi, X2,... XN) be a realization of the stationary time series {Xt 18 T} 

and we want to estimate the parameters (9i, O2,... ^n) given that realization. We assume 

that {ct} are independent and identically distributed N (0, a J'), so that the joint density 

function of (Cy+i, ev+2, •• • CN ), where v = max (p,m,k) is given by: 

N 

(271 ae^)'^'"^^^ exp {- l/2ae^ I Ct̂ ). The maximum likelihood estimate 

t=v+l 

N 

Q"" is obtained by minimizing Q (6) = S Ct . 

t=v+l 

The Newton-Raphson iterate equation for minimizing Q (9) is given by: 

0(1-̂ 1) = QH) . H-̂  (0^)) G (̂0̂ ^̂ )̂. -. (2) 

where 0̂ -* is the set of estimates obtained at i - th stage of iteration and 

G'(0) = (aQ(e)/ae,,aQ(e)/ae2,.. .5Q(e)/ae„) 

10 



H(0) = (a^Q(0)/a0,a0j)„,n 

N 

Now d Q(0) / ao, = 2 1 ct a ct / ao. (i = 1, 2, . . . n) 
t=v+l 

N 

and d^ Q(0) / aO, aOj = 2 I Ct a 'et / aO, ^ j (i = 1, 2 , . . . n) 

t=v+l 

where the partial derivative of Ct satisfies the recursive equations 

aCt/aai + (|)(a,) = Xt.i ( i = l , 2 , . . . p ) 

a Ct / acy + (J) (Cy) = - Xt., et.j (i = I, 2 , . . . m; j = 1, 2 , . . . k) 

ae t /aa + (j)(a) = -l 

m k 

where ()) ( 0 „) = I I Cy Xt., d Ct., / aOi 

i=l j= l 

We assume Ct = a Ct / aO, = 0 (t = 1, 2 , . . .v; i = I, 2 , . . . n) 

So the partial derivatives satisfy recursive equations 

a^et/aaiaaj= 0,a^et/aaiaa= 0 ( i , j = l ,2 , . . . p ) 

a^et/aa,acy + ^ (a,,Cj])= -xt.j aet-i/aai 

d" et / acy ac,/ + ^ (Cy, c//) = - Xt., a ct.. / ac// - xt..' a ct./ / acy 

a^et/acyaa + 4̂  (Cy, a) = -x,., d c,., / da , d^ QJ da} = 0 

11 



m k 

\^^ere4'(0,,0l) = I I Cy Xt., â  et.j / aÔ aGi 

i=l j=l 

Therefore, for a given set of values {ai}and{Cy}and a we can evaluate the first and 

second order partial derivatives using the above recursive equations, then evaluate the 

gradient vector G and Hessian matrix H and use the iterative equation (2). The iteration 

stops when the required accuracy is obtained. 

The residual variance is estimated as 

N N 

Ge"̂  = l/(N-v) I et"^ Q (0") = I et"' 

t = v+l t = v + l 

where {Ct, t = v + 1,. .. N}are calculated from the equation (1) when the parameter 0 are 

replaced by convergent estimte 0". 

In order that the iterative equations converge to a good set of estimates of the 

parameters it is necessary to start the iteration v^th a good set of initial values. We 

obtain the initial values by the process described below. We fit an AR (p) model with the 

presence of a and calculate the residual variance (5^ (AR). Then the residual estimates 

[tC : t = V + 1, . . . N}are calculated from it by using repeated residual methods. 

2. 9 Identification Problem 

Let us assume we have selected the bilinear model BL (p, o; m, k) to fit the ECG 

data. Now the problem is to find the order of this model, that is to fmd the value of p, 

m, k since these values are not known in advance. Akaike's information criteria (AIC) 

has been developed to select the values of p, m, k to prevent overfitting by effectively 

assigning a cost to the introduction of each additional parameter. The information 

criteria (AIC) is defined as follows. 

12 



AIC = (N - v) log a V + 2 X (number of independent parameters) 

The procedure is to estimate the parameters of the model for different \alues of p, m, k 

for different values of p, m, k and in each case we calculate a% and the information 

criterion (A I C) due to Akaike. The chosen order of the model is the one for which AIC 

is minimum. 

The algorithm for choosing the order of the bilinear model BL (p, o; m, k) is 

listed below, which is described in ([5]). 

1. First let us choose an integer v. v should be greater than or equal to the order of the 

best AR model for the data. 

2. Fit the linear AR (p) model and let the corresponding residual variance be a '̂e (AR). 

3. Let us take the coefficients obtained from (1) as initial estimates of the autoregressive 

part of the bilinear model BL (p, 0; 1,1) model and set bn = 0 use the Newton-Raphson 

iterative method to calculate the corresponding a''^ and AIC for the fitted model. 

4. Now from (3) we fit the BL (p, 0; 1, 2) and BL (p, 0; 2, 1) models using the 

coefficients obtained from (3) as initial values or the parameters for the Newton-Raphson 

iteration and set the remaining BL parameter equal to zero. Now calculate the 

corresponding G^^ and AIC for both the fitted model. 

5. Next calculate the coefficients obtained from BL (p, 0; 1,2) or BL (p, 0; 2,1) 

whichever has smaller residual variance. Use that coefficient as the initial values to fit 

the model BL (p, 0; 2, 2). This procedure is continued for all for all possible 

combination of (m, k) such that m and k is less than v. 

6. We repeat above steps 2, 3,4 and 5 for p = I, 2 , . . . v and for each value of p this 

procedure is stopped if the residual variance a e increases as m and k increases. 

7. We choose that model which had the minimum AIC value. 

2.10 Forecasting 

One of the main purpose of the time series of time series analysis is to make 

future predictions. Suppose at time t we have knowledge of Xi, X;, Xt and we wish to 

13 
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make prediction of x t+k (k = 1, 2 , . . . ) using the knowledge of Xi, x:,. .. Xt. The 

forecast of x t+k is called the k step ahead forecast at time t, and we denote it by of Xt+t 11 

We would like x t+k 11 to be good forecast. A possible criterion for good forecast is to 

choose X t+k 11 so that it minimize the mean square the mean square error 

MSE = E(x,+k -Xt+klt)^ 

We note that x t+k 11 is a known fimction of Xi, X2, Xt and so it is not a random variable. 

The minimum value is obtained by differentiating MSE with respect and setting the 

derivative to zero. The minimum value obtained in this way is x t+k 11 = E (x t+k ). So the 

minimum mean square error forecast is the conditional expectation of x t+k given the 

values of the Xj, X2,... Xt. The prediction error of the minimum MSE forecast is x ,+k - x 

t+k 11 where x t+k i t bas a fixed value but x t+k is a random variable. We can show that the 

conditional expectation x t+k 11 will also be the minimum variance unbiased forecast of x 

t+k at time t. It is assumed that parameters of our model are known exactly but in practice 

parameters of the model are estimated. So some of the error made in forecasting will be 

due to the error of the estimation of the parameters rather than just to the random error 

of the model. This is an important point to note. 

2.11 Model Evaluation and Diagnostic Cheking 

Suppose we have identified a model and the parameters of the model have been 

estimated. In the next step we apply diagnostic checking to the fitted model to ascertain 

whether or not the proposed model is appropriate for the data. In other words we wish to 

check whether the proposed model is adequate, that is we want to test the goodness of fit. 

If there is evidence of serious inadequacy we need to know in what way the proposed 

model is inadequate and how the model should be modified if possible in the next 

iterative cycle. But no diagnostic checks are absolute, however if thoughtfiilly devised 

diagnostic checks are applied to a reasonably large body ofdata and fail to show 

serious discrepancies then we should be comfortable using that model. If the fitted 

model is appropriate, then the residuals should behave in a manner which is 

14 



consistent with the model. The residuals are usually taken to be the one step prediction 

error 

Vt = X t - X t | t - i . 

In particular the residual should be approximately uncorrelated, independent and 

normally distributed. A general test for serial correlation of the residuals is given by the 

Portmanteau test. This test is described below. 

Let r^(i) denote the autocorrelation of the residuals (i= I, 2 , . . . k) and N* be the 

number of observations used to calculate these residuals. Let us define the Q (k) statistic 

by 

k 
1 " » . 

Q(k) = N (N + 2) I (N - i)"V(i) 
i = l 

Under the null hypothesis Q ( k) is approximately a Chi-square distribution with 

k ^ 1 - (number of estimated parameters in the model). But in some circumstances it is 

not a very powerful test, so we should not entirely rely on this test. 

2.12 Post Sample Check 

The one step forecast errors provides us the measure of goodness of fit inside the 

sample period. However how well the fitted model will work outside the period for 

forecasting cannot be detected by that mechanism. In order to check post sample 

comparison we hold back some of the observations that are not used to fit the model. We 

use the fitted model to forecast into the post sample period and then we compare this 

with the actual data. Suppose that the proposed model is fitted by N observations. Let m 

observations are retained for post sample comparison. First we calculate the one step 

ahead forecast x ̂ î i ^ at time N by using the fitted model and by the time series data 
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Xi, X2, x̂ f and determine one step ahead prediction error x Nf+i - x N+I 1 N Next we 

calculate the one step ahead forecast x N+2 I N+I at time N + I using the same fitted model 

with the actual x N+I and determine one step ahead forecast error x N+2 - x N+2I N+I ^ ^ 

continue in this way and calculate one step ahead forecast x N+m ! N+m+i until all of the 

post sample data are used up. The calculated one step ahead forecast error is then used 

to calculate a post sample prediction mean square error and this should be reliable 

estimate of the model's prediction error variance if the model is correctly specified. 

2.13 Simulation 

We can generate or simulate a realization of time series of various class by using 

the specific model and the random numbers which has the same properties as the series 

of random terms in the model. We can generate random variables from wade class of 

distributions functions and the advancement of electronic computers facilitated new 

vistas to accomplish our job. 
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CHAPTER m 

fNTVESTIGATION OF ECG DATA 

A dynamic system is a system that changes over time. Linear systems, nonlinear 

systems and chaotic systems are examples of dynamic systems. One of the central 

problems in statistics is that we use various statistical tools or methodologies wdth the 

hope that we can extract the solution of a problem where the uncertainty is intrinsic. In a 

low noise situation the details of the noise environment is not very important because 

exact mathematical solution dominates the condition. The fundamental uniqueness 

theorem of realization theory in system science implicitly claims that if the data is exact 

and complete the model can be uniquely recovered from the data. But uncertain or noisy 

data cannot provide an exact model. Uncertainty in the data implies uncertainty in the 

model. 

To predict the behavior of a dynamic system it is necessary to understand the 

system before we can formulate a proposed model. Linear system theory is simple and 

easy to apply. But many systems that we treat as linear are in fact nonlinear, they 

sometimes appear to behave linearly in a restricted region. Beyond that region the linear 

models fail. A nonlinear system represents more complex behavior than linear system. 

A non linear model probably is better representative of the underlying dynamics of most 

systems. Superposition and homogeneity apply to linear system but not to nonlinear 

systems. Another characteristic of a nonlinear system is that small change in the input 

may result in disproportionate changes in the system response. However, a major 

advantage in a nonlinear system is that all state variables are related, so a fewer system 

variables may be sufficient to predict the system for a nonlinear system than linear ones. 

But for the analysis of nonlinear system we may need sophisticated computation methods 

whereas for linear system the computation is less complicated. Because of this reason 

limited computational capability previously forced us to use simplified model. 

Biological systems are the most complicated systems known. Linear systems that 

are used to describe the biological system such as ECG data are no longer 
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satisfactory . We should try to develop nonlinear models for the time series ECG data 

because it is expected that this test will throw some more light on the incidence rate of 

non linearity in ECG time series data and nonlinear prediction might be vastly improved 

over linear models. Furthermore a nonlinear system model should provide more 

complete and parsimonious description of the dynamics as well as it should give 

additional insight into underlying physiology. 

Chaotic systems are deterministic but the characteristics of a chaotic system is 

that its future state is critically dependent on its initial condition. Chaotic systems are 

not random but display apparently random behavior. Long term predictions for chaotic 

system, for example, stock market or weather forecasting, in advance are doomed to fail 

by definition because similar but unresolvable initial conditions lead to large divergences 

in trajectories so that information of previous states is lost as the systems evolves. A 

defining attribute of chaos is that chaotic information in data will appear to be broad 

band noise and so linear methods for analyzing the system do not work for chaotic 

system. Furthermore, signals of a chaotic system can be contaminated by external broad 

noise. This external broad band noise may be indistinguishable from the signal and we 

do not have any simple method for noise rejection. In recent times advance 

mathematical theory of chaos has been applied to certain complex biological and 

physiological process such as heart rate dynamics. To name some of the methods that 

are applied are fractal dimension estimation, power spectral estimation and correlation 

dimension estimation. The correlation dimension estimation in terms of computation is 

most involved. It estimates the heart rate controller complexity and requires large set of 

data. A major drawback of this estimation procedure is that it assumes that data are 

stationary. But in most recent times a method has been developed called point - D2 

correlation dimension that do not require the hypothesis of stationarity ofdata. One very 

important question we need to know W'hether the cardiac system is chaotic or random or 

both. It is argued (Webber and Zbilut [7]) that on the one hand if the human heart 

obeyed simple low dimensional deterministic law of motion there would be little 

adaptivity to environmental changes. This will be ultimately life threatening. On the 

other hand if the cardiac function is completely chaotic or stochastic then 
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these types of activities would violate the basic requirement of the heart to pump blood 

in cyclic fashion. When the sinoatrial node is brought to threshold via electrical self 

excitation, a programmed sequence of events is enacted such that entire muscle of the 

heart is activated which produces patterned electrical wave P - Q - R - S - T in the surface 

electrocardiogram. But before the initiation of the next cycle the system provides an 

opportunity to either phase delay or phase advance at the start of the next cycle 

depending on the environmental demands. It is at this stationary position that the system 

may be influenced by noise and other steering factors. 

To determine the chronology of heart events the analysis of ECG signals is of 

great importance. It normally corresponds to the superposition of five different waves P, 

Q, R, S, T. The recording of ECG data generates noise in the signal as well as important 

amplitude variation. Due to the activity and movements of the patients, the strongest 

source of noise are artifacts and displacements of the base line. 

To answer the question whether cardiac system is chaotic or random, according to 

Webber and Zbilut ([7]), the answer resides in the inherent non stationarity of the cardiac 

signal, the presence of external noise perturbations and the fluctuating dimensionality of 

the system in a state dependent fashion. The author has pointed out that non linear 

analytical techniques can sort out different dynamic process but one important point we 

have to remember, according to this author, is tha t" . . . although prediction times of 

dynamical system are much shorter for chaotic than periodic time series, distinctions 

must be made between true chaos and measurement errors in time series." The failure of 

predicting chaotic series can be characterized as a loss of information even for 

mathematical system that are deterministic and free of noise. So our inability to make 

distinctions between true chaos and measurement error may doom our analysis and 

prediction of ECG time series data. 

To get some idea of the complexities of the biological system such as ECG data 

we state some of the well known authors' ([8]) remarks. According to Denton,"... 

spectral analysis and correlation dimension have little utility in the routine analysis of 

ECG signals." Glass and Mackey point out that". .. complex biological rhythm may be 

controlled by chaotic clocks and feedback loops." According to Amy 
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Goldberger ". .. the most compelling clinical example of cardiac chaos is paradoxically 

found in the dynamics of normal rhythm." 

Now we define multidimensional process. A process {Xt} is said to be 

multidimensional when the parameter t which indexed its values has several 

components. In this case the parameter t is a vector valued and it can no longer represent 

time, although one of its components could represent time. 

At this point we want to clarify two points. First, the stationary process plays a 

crucial role in the time series by statistical tools for either the linear or nonlinear systems. 

The theory or techniques we use in analyzing the time series data are assumed to be 

modified as a realizations of some stationary process. If the time series data ECG are not 

stationary in appearance such data should be transformed into some stationary process if 

possible before we can use it to analyze by the classical tools. Second, for the types of 

data that are multidimensional we need to apply multidimensional version of mixed 

spectra problem to analyze these types ofdata and the types of discontinuities which 

could arise are more complicated than one dimensional cases. 

From the study of different articles and papers of different authors we finally 

make this conclusion. Cardiac function is one of the most complicated biological 

systems. It is nonstationary, nonlinear and multidimensional system. This system is 

neither fully stochastic nor fully deterministic. Probably there are different mixes of 

stochasticity and determinism exists in the system and moreover the level of 

nondeterminism can vary with physiological system. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TEST OF VALID ASSUMPTIONS 

In this section we will discuss the test for non linearity and the non stationarit\ of 

ECG data and produce our results and conclusions. 

4.1 Tests for Non-Linearitv and Non-Stationarity of ECG data 

We have already stated that linear models are not at all suitable or satisfactory 

for the analysis of ECG data. We should try to develop tests for non-linearity of ECG 

data because it is expected that it will throw some more light on the incidence rate of 

non-linearity in ECG data, it will be profitable to make prediction over linear predictors 

and it should better describe the underlying mechanism of the system. In the classical 

analysis of time series data for both linear and non-linear models, it is assumed that the 

data are stationary. If the set ofdata is not stationary, we should make some 

transformation so that transformed data should be a realization of some stationary time 

series data, if possible, before we can apply the theory of linear or non-linear models. 

In this chapter we will develop the non-linearity test of ECG data due to Petruccelli and 

Davis (1986a) and the non-stationarity test provided in the paper "On Tests for Non-

linearity in Time Series Analysis" by Chan and Tong ([14], [15]). 

To apply the test due to Petrucelli and Davis we need to fit an autoregressive 

(AR(p)) model. The authors have shown results which suggests that the choice of p is 

not crucial. We assume that the data has been adjusted by subtraction of the mean. Let 

us assume that {xt}be the zero mean casual autoregressive process defined by the 

equation 

Xt= et+ ai Xt.i + a2 Xt.2+ . . . + ap Xt.p (I) 
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where et is assumed to be identical and independently distributed normal variable with 

mean 0 and variance â . Now our objective is to estimate the coefficients a = (ai, a; 

ap) and â  based on the observation Xi, X2,. . . XN 

N 

Let us denote by x = l/N S Xj and the estimated autocovariance sequence 

j=l 

{Yk}as 

n-k 

Yk = l/N I (Xj- x)(Xj+k- X) 

where k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . N-1. We define the estimated autocorrelation of lag k by rk = yj 

Yo- Multiplying the equation (1) by Xt.k and taking expected values we obtain 

Yk ̂  ai Yk-i + ai Yk-2 + ai Yk-p, k > 0. We note that E [at Xt J = 0 for k > 0 since Xt.k can 

only involve the shocks up to time t-k, which are uncorrelated with at. Dividing the 

above equation by YO autocorrelation function satisfies the following the difference 

equation Pk= ai pk-i + ai pk.2 + ai pk.p, k > 0. If we substitute the k = 1 ,2 , . . . p in the 

above equation we obtain the set of linear equations for aj, a2, ap in terms of 

autocorrelations functions as follows 

Pk=ai+a2pi+ • appp.1 

Pk=aipi+a2+ apPp.2 

Pk=ai Pp.i+a2Pk-2+ ap 

These equations are called the Yule-Walker equations. The estimates of the parameters a 

= (ai, a2,. . . ap)̂  are obtained by replacing the theoretical Pi's by the estimated 

autocorrelations Tk, which we have defined earlier. Let us denote Pp = ( pi p2. . . pp) and 

let Pp be the matrix 

'^"t 



1 Pi P2 • . • Pp-1 

Pi 1 Pi Pp-2 

Pf̂ l PFK2 Pp-3.. 1 

Then the solution of the Yule-Walker equations for the parameters a in terms of 

the autocorrelations functions can be written by a = Pp'' pp. For estimating a^, we note 

that when k = 0, YO = ai Y-I + a2 Y-2 + • • • ap Y-p + cĵ - So by dividing the above equation by 
0 / I 

Yo and substituting Yk = Y-k we obtain a = Yo [ 1 - Pp Pp Pp]-

The test due to Petruccelli and Davis is based on cumulative sum. Let Xi, X2, 

XNbe the set of ECG data that has been adjusted by subtraction of the mean and suppose 

that this data has been reeuranged in the ascending order. Let the rearranged data in 

ascending order is denoted by yi, y2, • • • YN SO that yr < = ys for r < s. We choose a 

positive integer r_min such that r_min « N. For each r » rnain we fit an 

autoregressive (AR (p)) model of order p of the form 

Yi = w (1) .1 ai + w (1) .1 a2 + . . . + w (1) .p ap + ei 

yi = w (2) -1 ai + w (2) -1 a2 + . . . + w (2) -p ap + C: 

y i = W ( r) -1 a i + W ( r) -1 a2 + . . . + W ( r) -p ap + Cp 

Here the variable w (i). j is defined as follows. Suppose the ith ordered data ŷ  is 

Xk. Thenw(i).j= Xk.j if andonly ifyj = Xk. We denote x / = aiW(r)-i + a2W^r).i ^. 

..apw^,).i 

k = ( l /r(e, ' + e2'+ . .. V ) )"'• 
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tnin Define the standardized innovation Zr = (Xf - Xr'̂ ) / k. The cumulative sum Zr = Zr_ 

+1 + . .. + Zr (r = Zr min+h • • • N-p) is the basis of the non-linearit> test which tracks the 

cumulative sum for symmetric deviation. The value rmin is subjective and the purpose 

of r_min is to allow sufficient data points to start up. The idea is that unless the model is 

nonlinear the standardized innovations should be approximately iid with zero mean and 

variance one and the cumulative sum should be trapped within certain bounds. To test 

the non-stationarity of the ECG data we use the same principle except we use the 

unordered x's instead of orderd x's. The general idea in common is that unless the data 

generating mechanism has changed at some point over the state space (so that the model 

is nonlinear) or at some point (so that the model is non-stationary), the standardized 

innovations should be approximately identical and normally distributed with zero mean 

and unit variance and the cumulative sums (CUSUM) should be trapped within certain 

bounds. 

4.2 Results of Our Tests 

Let us denote by r[k] the estimated autocorrelation of lag k of finite ECG data of 

N observations. The ECG data has been adjusted by subtraction of the mean. 

Furthermore we assume that {a[0], a [ l ] , . . . a[p-l]} denote the estimators of the 

coefficients of the parameters for the given values of p when an AR (p) model is fitted 

for the observed ECG data of N observations. Let pi* and p2* be the observed 

significance level of the non-linearity test and non-stationarity test respectively for the 

ECG data. The test due to Petruccelli and Davis rejects the linearity and stationarity of 

ECG data at the a (alpha) level of significance respectively if 1- pi* > a and 1 -p2* > a. 

The choice of p is not crucial. In the following two tables we tabulate r[k]'s, a[p]'s, pi* 

and P2* for different values of k (k = 0, 1,.. . 6) and p (p = 2, 3 , . . . 6) for ECG-1, ECG-2 

and ECG-3. 
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Table 4.1. Tabulation Of r[k]'s for Different Values of k (k = 0, 1 , . . . 6) and p 

(p = 2, 3 , . . . 6) for ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3. 

ECG 

ECG- I 

ECG-2 

ECG -3 

r[0] 

1 

I 

I 

r[l] 

.7838 

.8152 

.8616 

r[2] 

.5381 

.6055 

.5408 

rP) 
.2845 

.3862 

.2009 

rf41 

.0917 

.1177 

-.0398 

r[5] 

-.0812 

-.1504 

-.1598 

r[6] 

-.2316 

-.3637 

-.1988 



Table 4.2 Tabulation of a[p]'s, pi' and p2* for Different Values of k (k = 0, 1, . . . 6) and 

p (p = 2, 3 , . . . 6) for ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3. 

P=2 
ECG-1 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

P=3 
ECG-1 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

p=4 

ECG-1 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

P=5 

ECG-1 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

p=6 

ECG-1 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

a[0] 

.9390 

.9588 

1.5358 

.9039 

.9313 

1.8840 

.8989 

.8826 

1.9333 

.8951 

.8085 

1.9141 

.8741 

.7777 

1.9145 

a[l] 

-.1979 

-.1761 

-.7825 

-.0315 

-.0262 

-1.4550 

-.0321 

-.0344 

-1.6293 

-.0539 

-.0026 

-1.5166 

-.0390 

-.0157 

-1.5712 

a[2] 

-

-

-

-.1773 

-.1563 

.4450 

-.1530 

.1335 

.6557 

-.1576 

.1253 

.3756 

-.1809 

.1415 

.3746 

a[3] 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.0269 

-.3111 

-.1120 

.1013 

-.1010 

.2203 

.0933 

-.1014 

.2243 

a[4] 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.1425 

- .2380 

-.1719 

-.0103 

-.1335 

-.1769 

a[5] 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.1478 

-.1293 

.0026 

1- Pi' 

.95934 

.95261 

.960956 

.993321 

.964718 

.9857271 

.984553 

.9741518 

.98217 

.999634 

.9827379 

.969039 

.9978414 

.99364148 

.963404 

1- P2' 

.968026 

.984469 

.24744 

.98929 

.985812 

.250218 

.991394 

985272 

.30591 

.992016 

.961245 

.197767 

.986492 

.919726 

.339202 
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4.3 Conclusion of Our Tests 

From the results of our tests we conclude that ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3 time 

series data are non-linear with significance level a=.05 whereas ECG-1 and ECG-2 are 

non-stationary. However we can not reject the hypothesis that ECG-3 is stationary with 

significance level a = .05. 
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CHAPTER V 

UNRELIABLE FORECASTING 

In this chapter we discuss various important topics of forecasting, produce the 

results of our experiment and provide the conclusion. 

5.1 One Studv of Heart Rate Dvnamics 

For the purpose of better understanding, in this section we summarize the study of 

Heart Rate (HR) dynamics from the paper "Time Series Modeling of Heart Rate 

Dynamics" by Bennett ([10]). Let us denote by X t the output at time t. Polynomial 

autoregressive model 

p m k 

A. t ^̂  ^ â  A-j.j T" 2.1 2< Dij A-t.j . ^ . j " ' et 

i= l i=l j=l 

is the non-linear extension of the autoregressive model 

P 

A-t 2* aj A-t.j I ê  

i=l 

The number of parameters of PAR model is p + mk and for AR model it is p. 

The bilinear model 

p q m k 

Xt + I a, Xt-i = a +et+ I bj Ct-j + I I CyXt.,et.j (1) 

i= l j = l i=l j = l 
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is the non-linear extension of autoregressive moving average model 

P q 

Xt -t- l a , Xt.i= a + Ct + I bj et.j 

1=1 j = l 

The number of parameters of BL model is p + q + mk + 1, and for ARMA model the 

numbers is p + q + 1. In this study, model order for each order structures were calculated 

by the AIC and the residual variance for the ARMA, PAR, BL models for each subject 

was normalized to the residual variance obtained for the AR model for that subject. They 

also used the Priestly statistics to confirm certain results which was obtained by AIC 

standards. 

The authors have concluded from their study that the non-linear models such as 

BL model provided the best representation of Heart Rate dynamics compared to other 

linear models such as AR and ARMA model, yet BL model had very poor forecasting 

performance. 

5.2 An Important Result for the Test of Residuals 

Let us assume that {X t} be a fourth order stationary discrete time series with E 

(X t) = 0, Var (X t) = G' and (xi, X2,. . . XN) be a realization {X t}. Let us denote R^ (s) 

= E(XtXt+,),Px(s) = Rx(s)/Rx(0), 

R̂  (Si s:) = E (Xt Xt+ si X t+ S2), Rx (si S2 S3) = E (Xt Xt+ Si Xt+ S: Xt+ S3) and 

N 

X = l/N I Xj, 

j=l 

R ^ ( s ) = l / N ( ( x , - x)(xi+|sl- x ) + ...+(x2 - X)(XN - x)),(s = 0 ,± l , . . .± . (N- l ) ) 

p'̂  X (s) = R \ (s) /R \ (0). We can show that Var (p'' ^ (s)) = 

r = cx) 

(a ' / N) I [R, (s, r, r + s) - 2 p, (s) R^ (0, r, r-s) - p 2x (s) R, (0, r. r)] 
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r = - CO 

Sowhens=l ,Var(p \ ( l ) ) = (aVN)[R,(0, I, l ) -2p , ( l )R, (0 , l , l) + p , - ( l )RJ0 , 

1,1) 

r=cx) 

+ I ( 2 R , ( l , r , r + l ) - 2 p , ( l ) R , ( 0 , r , r + l ) - p , - ( l ) R , ( 0 , r , r ) ) ] 

r=l 

If {X t}are mutually independent then 

Px(l) = 0 

R,(0,r ,r+1) = 0 

Rx(l,r,r+ l) = 0,forr;tO 

So the asymptotic variance of p'' x (1) under the null hypothesis of independence is given 

by Var (p^ x (1)) = a"* / N Rx (0, 1, 1) = 1 / N. Under suitable conditions we can show 

that if X t ^are independent then p'' x (1) is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and 

variance l /N. 

From the above discussion we can make the following conclusion. Let us assume 

that we have fitted a time series model to a set ofdata and Ci, e2,.. . eN are the residuals 

obtained from the fitted model. If the fit is adequate the residuals must be mutually 

independent and normally distributed. We have taken the above result from "An 

Introduction to Bispectral Analysis and Bilinear Time Series" by Rao and Gabr ([5]). 

5.3 Bilinear Model for ECG data 

The most general form of bilinear time series {X t} model is described by the 

equation 

p q m k 

Xt + Ia,Xt.x = a + et+Sbj ê j + I I Cy Xt.,et.j(l) 

i=l j = l i=l j = l 

where (ai, a2,. .. ap, b], b2,. . . bq, Cn, Ci:, ... Cmk, ot) are unknown parameters from and 

{e (i)) are iid random variable from N (0, Ge"). We denote this model by BL (p, q; m, k). 
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From the study of different articles and papers of different authors it is clear what 

we stated earlier that we should try to develop non-linear models for the ECG data. 

Accordingly, we choose the BL (p, q; m, k) model. The estimation of the parameters of 

the model and the determination of the order of the model are the two separate stages 

which are necessary to complete the fitting of the model (1). For the simplicity A. K. 

Dey in his thesis choose the proposed model BL (p, 0; m, k) for the data set ECG-1, 

ECG-2, ECG-3. 

The parameters were estimated by Newton-Raphson iterative method. The 

criteria by which we choose the order of the model is due to Akaike information criteria 

(AIC). The number of parameters p, m, k of BL (p, 0; m, k) are not known in advance. 

So it is necessary to identify the appropriate values of p, m, k to find the most satisfactory 

BL (p, 0; m, k). We say a model is nested if some parameters of the full model are set to 

zero. We require some means of deciding the values of p, m and k. We need to choose a 

suitable nested model. A criteria due to Akaike's has been developed to prevent 

overfitting by effectively assigning a cost to the introduction of each additional 

parameter. It is desirable that maximum likelihood is high. Before maximum likelihood 

can be compared some sort of penalty must therefore be made for the number of 

estimated parameters in a model. AIC is defined as AIC = - 2 (max log likelihood) + 2 

(number of independent parameters) = (N - v) log â 'e + 2 (number of independent 

parameters) where a V = 1/ (N - y) Z eV, N - y is the number of observations used for 

calculating the likelihood function. The model with the smallest AIC is selected. This 

procedure amounts to subtracting a penalty of one from the maximum likelihood for each 

parameter estimated and then comparing. 

The AIC criterion to develop model identification is a well-defined problem but 

the search for a model which minimizes the AIC could be very lengthy without some idea 

of class of models to be explored. One algorithm for choosing the order of the model BL 

(p, 0; m, k) we have described before, the method through which A. K. Dey has 

calculated the orders of this model. The value obtained in this method is as follows: p = 
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3,m = 3,k = 2. We tabulate the estimates of BL (p, 0; m, k) parameters which were 

obtained in A. K. Dey's study in the following table of the next page. 

Table 5.1. Estimates of BL (p, 0; m, k) Parameters Obtained in A. K. Deys Study. 

Parameter 

ai 

a2 

as 

Cll 

C i : 

C21 

C22 

C31 

C32 

a 

ECG- 1 

1.9034 

-1.3529 

0.4054 

1.2711 

- 1.3470 

-0.9945 

3.1975 

0.5981 

-1.7651 

-0.0007 

ECG-2 

2.2995 

-1.7543 

0.4405 

-0.4942 

0.4466 

3.4494 

1.4061 

-2.8017 

-1.8909 

-0.0029 

ECG-3 

1.7794. 

-1.2438 

0.4299 

-0.9177 

3.9190 

1.8327 

-8.8032 

-1.1867 

3.3023 

0.0029 

5.4 Diagnostic Checking of BL Model 

Once the model is fitted we need to ascertain whether or not it is appropriate for 

the data. The goodness of fit of a statistical model BL (3, 0; 3, 2) to a set ofdata is 

judged by comparing the observed values with the corresponding predicted values 

obtained from the fitted model. If the fitted model is appropriate then the residuals 

should behave in a manner which is consistent wdth the model. 

5.5 Test for the Independence and Normality of the Residuals 

In this section we will discuss the tests for the independence and normality- of the 

residuals of the fitted model BL (3, 0; 3, 2) and produce our results. For testing the 
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independence of residuals we will use the tests due to Gamer and Anderson ([5]), where 

we consider the covariance analysis of the squares of the residuals. Let us write ê ' = >, 

(t = 1, 2 , . . . , N). If Ct s are independent then yt s are also independent. Then Ry""'" (0) 

Rŷ  (0, 1, 1) must be near unity where 

N-1 

Ry" (0, I, I) = (l/N) I (yt - y)' (yt+, - y )' and 

t = l 

N 

Ry^(0) = ( l / N ) I ( y t - y ) ^ 

t=l 

and any substantial departures from unity must indicate that yt s are not independent. 

In fact, the statistic W = pŷ  (1) Ry'' (0) VN / (Rŷ ^ (0, 1,1))'^ for the residuals is 

asymptotically distributed as normal with mean 0 and variance I. 

For testing the normality of residuals we will use the tests due to Lomnicki ([5]). 

Let us assume 

N 

mk=l /N I ( e t - e)^k = 2,3,4 

t = l 

Gi = m3 / V (m2 )̂, G2 = nu/ m2̂  - 3 

It is shown by Lommicki that for large N if Ct is Gaussian and stationary Gi and 

G2 are asymptotically normal with E (GO = 0 and E (G2) = 0 and Var (GO = 6 Z Pe" (s), 

Var (G2) = 24 Z Pe"* (s), (where the simimation ranges over from -QO to 00). In practice the 

Pe (s) are unknown, the variance of Gi and G2 are estimated by replacing pe (s) by Pe'' (s) 

and by replacing the infinite sum by a finite sum. It has been shown that the statistics Ui 

= Gi / V (Var GO and U2 = G2 / V (Var G2) are asymptotically distributed as Gaussian 

with mean zero and variance 1. So the test statistic for the tests of normality of the 

residuals are Ui = Gi / V (Var GO and U2 = G2 / V (Var G2) where Gi = m3 / V (m2̂ ), G2 = 

m4/m2 - 3 , 
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N 

mk=l/N I ( e t - e)^ (k= 2,3,4)and 

t =1 

N 

e = l / N l e t 

t = l 

In the above analysis we should strictly use the estimates o^" for et because the models are 

fitted and the residuals {et}are estimated from the models. We assume Ct"" - Ct is 

negligible asymptotically. 

5.6 Result of our Experiment 

We denote the estimated residuals from fitted bilinear model BL (3, 0; 3, 2) by 

e[k] ( k = 0, 1, 2 .... N-1). The value of the parameters of that model is tabulated in 

section 5.4, which we have borrowed from the results of A. K. Dey's thesis. If the fit is 

adequate the residuals must be mutually independent and Gaussian. The test statistic for 

the independence of the residuals is denoted by the symbol W. W is distributed 

asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance one. We denote the test statistics for 

the test of normality of the residuals by the symbol Ui and U2, Ui and U2 are also 

distributed asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance one. In the following 

table we tabulate the values of W, u, and U2 for ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3. 

Table 5.2. Tabulation of the Values of W, Uj and u, for ECG-1, ECG-2 and 

ECG-3 

ECG-l 

ECG -2 

ECG -3 

W 

-4.87878 

2.94652 

19.2514 

Ul 

1.65045 

-1.52062 

-0.954051 

U2 

3.0553 

2.82593 

1.15805 
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5.7 Conclusion from our Results 

From the results of our experiment we see that with significance level a = .05 

residuals of ECG-2 and ECG-3 are not independent but for ECG-l we can not reject the 

independence of the residuals. Also the residuals of ECG-1 and ECG-2 are not normal 

but we cannot reject the hypothesis that ECG-3 are not normal with significance level a 

= .05. This means in totality the diagnostic check concludes that the model BL (3, 0; 3, 

2) is not appropriate for ECG-1, ECG-2 and ECG-3. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

In this thesis we make comprehensive study of Electrocardiograph (ECG) time 

series data by the classical statistical tool in order to obtain the prediction of fatalit\ of 

cardiac arrest for an individual, if possible, so that the medical community can provide 

effective treatment by observing individual ECG data. We want to emphasize the fact 

that only with statistical analysis we can understand very little about the mechanism of 

the ECG system and so the internal system of the cardiac function and 

electrocardiography in this thesis we learn from the clinical study of different authors for 

the necessity of our purpose. Linear system theory is not satisfactory to analyze the 

biological system such as ECG, so we took non-linear system for the modeling of ECG 

data wdth the hope that it should throw some more light, provide more complete 

description of the underlying dynamics and as well we should be able to extract vastly 

improved prediction over linear model. We note that what type of model fit the data best 

and in what circumstances is a property of the behavior of the physical system from a 

particular set ofdata is available and therefore best model can not be decided by purely 

mathematical argument. Moreover, at the identification stage no precise formulation is 

available, so statistically inefficient method must necessarily be used. Different form of 

nonlinear statistical models are available, so the choice of the model for a particular 

system are determined from previous experience or by the trial and error method 

because no efficient method are available to deal with all sorts ofdata. In this thesis we 

choose bilinear model BL (p, 0; m, k) to fit the three sets of ECG data. The value of the 

parameters p, m and k of the model are not known in advance, so it is necessary to find 

the most satisfactory BL model. It appears first that the higher the values of p, m and k 

chosen, the better the fitted model will be. But there is a danger of over-fitting. Because 

more elaborate models contain additional parameters which will provide higher 

discrepancy, the use of the model to predict future values may resuh in gross errors. So 

we need to choose the suitable nested model. The criterion by which we choose the 
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order of this model is due to Akaike information criteria (AIC), the value obtained in this 

method is p = 3, m = 3 and k = 2. The AIC criteria prevents over-fitting by effectively 

assigning a cost to the introduction of each additional parameter. But even when a model 

is suggested using AIC criteria or any other criteria, it may still be inappropriate for the 

data because this criteria is developed for the purpose of preventing over-fitting. 

Diagnostic check and post-completion check is necessary to perform in order to evaluate 

the validity of the proposed model BL (3, 0; 3, 2). But the test fails in the diagnostic 

check and accordingly we conclude that this bilinear model does not fit the model 

reasonably well. Since the diagnostic check fails in this case, it is not necessary to 

perform the post-completion check to evaluate the validity of this bilinear model. 

However, we want to emphasize one point. Diagnostic check gives a measure of 

goodness of fit inside the sample but it does not tell us how well the fitted model will 

work outside this period for forecasting. To judge if the proposed model is genuine in 

the sense the suggested model is adequate for forecasting we must make sure also that it 

passes the post sample test along with diagnostic check. If the tests fails in any one of 

the checks we will conclude that the data do not fit the proposed model. 

The failure to provide the good fit and good forecasting may be due to: first, the 

proposed model does not represent the underlying system; second, the estimation of the 

parameter is not ver>' accurate in the forecasting period; third, the analysis by our method 

is faulty due to our invalid assumption. Our test shows that ECG data (except ECG-3) 

are non-stationary. It is not known whether this ECG data can be transformed to some 

stationary process and it is not known to us even if this data is transformable, how much 

error has actually occurred in our calculation. If we put aside this question for a moment, 

though, it is possible that due to inaccurate estimation of the parameter of this model, the 

forecasting performance have become so poor, it is highly unlikely in our case because 

we have used vast number of very reliable, excellent uniform ECG data. So from our 

study and from the evidence of the study of other authors we conclude that bilinear 

statistical models do not represent the underlying system because of the fundamental 

reason, cardiac function is one of the most complicated biological system. It is a 
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multidimensional, non-stationary and non-linear system; it is neither fully stochastic nor 

fully deterministic or chaotic and probably different mixes of stochasticit) and 

determinism exists in this system. A system that is inherently that complicated cannot be 

modeled with such a bilinear model. 
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APPENDIX: 
GRAPH OF RECORD NUMBER 123, 223, 232 
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